Exploiting the conformational flexibility of leghemoglobin: a framework for examination of heme protein axial ligation.
We have exploited the intrinsic conformational flexibility of leghemoglobin to reengineer the heme active site architecture of the molecule by replacement of the mobile His61 residue with tyrosine (H61Y variant). The electronic absorption spectrum of the ferric derivative of H61Y is similar to that observed for the phenolate derivative of the recombinant wild-type protein (rLb), consistent with coordination of Tyr61 to (high-spin) iron. EXAFS data clearly indicate a 6-coordinate heme geometry and a Fe-O bond length of 185pm. MCD and EPR spectroscopies are consistent with this assignment and support ligation by an anionic (tyrosinate) group. The alteration in heme ligation leads to a 148mV decrease in the reduction potential for H61Y (-127+/-5mV) compared to rLb and destabilisation of the functional oxy-derivative. The results are discussed in terms of our wider understanding of other heme proteins with His-Tyr ligation.